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Spontaneous geometricSpontaneous geometric
visual visual patternspatterns

•• In In their their models of models of entoptic entoptic visionvision
(hallucinations), (hallucinations), Bard Bard ErmentroutErmentrout, Jack, Jack
Cowan, Paul Cowan, Paul BressloffBressloff, Martin , Martin GolubitskyGolubitsky
et al. et al. have shown that :have shown that :

by encoding the functional architecture ofby encoding the functional architecture of
V1 into the equations of a neural field,V1 into the equations of a neural field,
one is able to deduce visualone is able to deduce visual
morphological patterns.morphological patterns.



•• They work with the (trivial) fiber bundleThey work with the (trivial) fiber bundle
((cartesian cartesian product)product)

  ππ  ::  VV  ==  RR  ××  SS11  →→  RR

   (   (RR is the retinal plane,   is the retinal plane,  SS1 1 is the circle)is the circle)
with coordinates  with coordinates  ((xx = ( = (xx, , yy),),  θθ)) ( (θθ     is is   thethe
angle of the orientation angle of the orientation pp).).

•• Let Let aa((xx,,  θθ, , tt)) be the activity of  be the activity of V1V1. The. The
PDE governing the evolution of PDE governing the evolution of aa  is ais a
neural field equation :neural field equation :



        where where σσ    is a non linear gain function (withis a non linear gain function (with
σσ    (0)(0)  ==  00)), , hh an external input, an external input,

the weight of the connection between thethe weight of the connection between the
neuron neuron vv  ==    ((xx, , θθ)) and the neuron  and the neuron v'v'  ==    ((xx'', , θ  θ  '')),,
αα    a parameter of decaya parameter of decay,, and  and µµ a parameter a parameter
of excitability of of excitability of V1V1 (bifurcation parameter) (bifurcation parameter)..



Encoding the functional architecture intoEncoding the functional architecture into
the synaptic weightsthe synaptic weights

•• The simplest models encode into theThe simplest models encode into the
synaptic weights the law of  synaptic weights the law of  coaxialcoaxial
alignementalignement  of local orientations .of local orientations .

•• The local vertical connections inside aThe local vertical connections inside a
single single hypercolumn hypercolumn yield a termyield a term  ::

where where δδ is a  is a Dirac Dirac function imposingfunction imposing

xx =  = xx´́    (same positions, different(same positions, different
orientations).orientations).



•• The lateral horizontal The lateral horizontal cortico-corticalcortico-cortical
connections between different connections between different hypercolumnshypercolumns
yield a term:yield a term:

where the factorwhere the factor

      

imposes imposes θθ     ==  θθ´ ´ and expresses the fact thatand expresses the fact that
the lateral connections connect parallel pairsthe lateral connections connect parallel pairs
(different positions, same orientation).(different positions, same orientation).



•• Moreover, the Moreover, the coaxialitycoaxiality

is expressed by the fact thatis expressed by the fact that

where where eeθθ    is the unit vector in the directionis the unit vector in the direction
θθ..



•• As the weights As the weights ww are  are EE(2)(2)-invariant under-invariant under
the group of motions of the plane the group of motions of the plane EE(2)(2),,
the PDE is itself the PDE is itself EE(2)(2)-equivariant -equivariant (if(if
hh  ==  cstcst))..

•• Patterns emerge through bifurcationsPatterns emerge through bifurcations
when the parameter when the parameter µµ   increases. increases.



•• It could be interesting to investigate moreIt could be interesting to investigate more
precisely the precisely the geometrygeometry of the functional of the functional
architecture implemented in thesearchitecture implemented in these
connectivity functions.connectivity functions.

•• This very specific geometry  can help toThis very specific geometry  can help to
explain other striking visual phenomena, inexplain other striking visual phenomena, in
particular particular contour completioncontour completion..



A A typical example typical example ::
Kanizsa illusory Kanizsa illusory contourscontours

•• A A typical example typical example of of completion is givencompletion is given
by by well known Kanizsa illusory well known Kanizsa illusory contours.contours.

•• The primary visual The primary visual system (system (V1V1  with somewith some
feedback feedback from from V2V2) ) constructs very constructs very longlong
range range and crisp virtual and crisp virtual contours.contours.



•• They can even be They can even be curvedcurved..

•• With the neon effect (watercolor illusion),With the neon effect (watercolor illusion),
virtual contours can even act asvirtual contours can even act as
boundariesboundaries for the diffusion of color for the diffusion of color
inside them.inside them.





–– B. B. PinnaPinna, G. , G. BrelstaffBrelstaff, L. , L. Spillmann Spillmann ((VisionVision
ResearchResearch, 41, 2001)) : , 41, 2001)) : watercolor watercolor illusion.illusion.



•• Many properties of such phenomena areMany properties of such phenomena are
striking.striking.

•• E.g. at end points of lines, V2 cellsE.g. at end points of lines, V2 cells
activate the orthogonal orientation.activate the orthogonal orientation.

•• illusory contours interpolate such localillusory contours interpolate such local
orientations.orientations.



•• There exists a competing There exists a competing ““strategiesstrategies””
between a between a ““diffusion of curvaturediffusion of curvature””
strategy and a strategy and a ““piecewise linearpiecewise linear”” strategy strategy
where the curvature is concentrated atwhere the curvature is concentrated at
singular points.singular points.

•• This supports the hypothesis that illusoryThis supports the hypothesis that illusory
contours are solutions of a contours are solutions of a variationalvariational
problemproblem..





•• BistabilityBistability  : the illusory contour is either a: the illusory contour is either a
circle or a square.circle or a square.

•• The example of The example of Ehrenstein Ehrenstein illusion:illusion:





Stereo Stereo : : from from 2D to 3D2D to 3D

•• In In factfact, , the visual the visual system system reconstructsreconstructs
virtual virtual surfaces surfaces whose boundaries whose boundaries areare
illusory illusory contours.contours.

•• Examples Examples of of interesting stereo effectsinteresting stereo effects..

•• The The curvaturecurvature  of of planar illusory planar illusory contourscontours
is converted into the curvature is converted into the curvature of aof a
curved curved 3D 3D illusory illusory surface surface with with straightstraight
boundariesboundaries..





Hypercolumns and pinwheelsHypercolumns and pinwheels

•• Simple Simple cells cells of V1 of V1 detect detect a a preferentialpreferential
orientation.orientation.

•• They measureThey measure, , at at a certain a certain scalescale,,
““contact contact elementselements””, , i.e.i.e. pairs  pairs ((a, pa, p)) of a of a
spatial (spatial (retinalretinal) position ) position aa  and and a locala local
orientation orientation pp  at at aa..



•• The hypercolumns associateThe hypercolumns associate
retinotopically retinotopically to to each each position position aa of  of thethe
retina retina RR a copy  a copy PPaa  of of the space the space PP of of
orientations orientations pp..

•• The functional The functional architecture architecture implements theimplements the
(trivial) (trivial) fiber fiber bundle bundle ππ  ::  RR  ××  P P → →         RR    withwith
base base RR, , fiber fiber PP, , and and total total spacespace  VV  ==  RR  ××  PP..



PinwheelsPinwheels
••   The fiber The fiber bundle bundle ππ  ::  RR  ××   PP  → → RR    is is ofof

dimension 3 but dimension 3 but is implemented is implemented in corticalin cortical
layers layers of dimension 2 (of dimension 2 (dimensionaldimensional
collapse).collapse).

•• The hypercolumns The hypercolumns are are geometricallygeometrically
organized organized in in pinwheelspinwheels..





•• The The cortical layer cortical layer is reticulated is reticulated by aby a
network of network of singular singular points points which which are are thethe
centers centers of of the pinwheelsthe pinwheels..

•• LocallyLocally, , around these singular around these singular points allpoints all
the the orientations are orientations are represented represented by by thethe
rays of a rays of a "wheel" and the "wheel" and the local local wheels wheels areare
glued together glued together in a global structure.in a global structure.



•• In In the following picture the following picture due to due to ShmuelShmuel
((catcat’’s s area 17), area 17), the the orientations are orientations are codedcoded
by by colors colors but are but are also represented also represented byby
white white segments.segments.

•• We We observe observe very well the two very well the two types oftypes of
generic singularities generic singularities of 1D foliations in of 1D foliations in thethe
plane.plane.





•• They They arise arise from the fact thatfrom the fact that, in , in generalgeneral,,
the the direction direction θθ in V1 of a ray of a  in V1 of a ray of a pinwheelpinwheel
is is not not the the orientation orientation ppθθ associated  associated to to it it inin
the visual fieldthe visual field..

•• When the When the ray spins ray spins around the singulararound the singular
point point with with an angle an angle ϕϕ,,  the associatedthe associated
orientation orientation rotates with rotates with an angle an angle ϕϕ /2.  /2. TwoTwo
diametrally opposed diametrally opposed rays correspond torays correspond to
orthogonal orientations.orthogonal orientations.

•• There There are are two two cases.cases.



•• If If the the orientation orientation ppθθ associated  with the associated  with the
ray of angle ray of angle θθ  is is ppθθ  ==  αα  ++  θθ/2/2  ((with with pp00  ==  αα ) )   ,,
the two the two orientations orientations will be the same will be the same forfor

ppθθ  ==  αα  ++  θθ/2/2 =  = θθ

that is that is for for θθ = 2 = 2αα..

•• As As αα  is defined is defined modulo modulo ππ, , there is only there is only oneone
solutionsolution  : : end end point.point.





•• If If the the orientation orientation ppθθ associated  with the associated  with the
ray of angle ray of angle θθ  is is ppθθ  ==  αα  −−  θθ/2,/2,  the twothe two
orientations orientations will be the same will be the same forfor

ppθθ  ==  αα  −−  θθ/2/2 =  = θθ

that is that is for for θθ = 2 = 2αα/3/3..

•• As As αα  is defined is defined modulo modulo ππ, , there there are are threethree
solutions : triple point.solutions : triple point.





•• This This pinwheel pinwheel version of a version of a fiber fiber bundlebundle
formalizes Hubelformalizes Hubel  ’’s concept of s concept of ““engraftingengrafting””
““secundarysecundary”” variables (orientation,  variables (orientation, ocularocular
dominance, dominance, colorcolor, direction of motion, , direction of motion, etcetc.).)
on on the the basic basic retinal retinal variables variables ((xx,,yy))  ::
–– ««  What the What the cortex cortex does is map does is map not not just two just two butbut

manymany  variables on variables on its two-dimensional its two-dimensional surface.surface.
It does so It does so by by selecting selecting as as the the basicbasic
parameters the two parameters the two variables variables that specify thethat specify the
visual field coordinates visual field coordinates ((……), ), and and on on this map itthis map it
engraftsengrafts other  other variables, variables, such such as orientationas orientation
and eye preferenceand eye preference, by , by finer finer subdivisions.subdivisions. » »
((Hubel Hubel 1988)1988)



•• The fiber The fiber bundle bundle ππ  ::  RR  ××   PP  → → RR    can becan be
considered considered as as the parallel blowing-up the parallel blowing-up of allof all
the the points of points of the the plane, plane, the fibers being thethe fibers being the
exceptionnal divisors over the exceptionnal divisors over the points.points.

•• Pinwheels constitute Pinwheels constitute a a discrete discrete versionversion
where the where the points are points are discretized and thediscretized and the
exceptionnal divisors exceptionnal divisors are are turned turned back back intointo
small small orientation orientation circles lying circles lying in in the the planeplane
itselfitself..



Horizontal connectionsHorizontal connections

•• But But the the ““locallocal”” "vertical"  "vertical" retino-geniculo-retino-geniculo-
cortical cortical connections connections inside the pinwheelsinside the pinwheels
((hypercolumnshypercolumns) are not ) are not sufficient sufficient forfor
perception.perception.

•• To To implement implement a a global  coherence coherence ofof
contours, contours, the visual the visual system must system must be be ableable
to to comparecompare  two retinotopically neighboringtwo retinotopically neighboring
hyper-columns hyper-columns PPaa  et et PPbb  over twoover two
neighboring neighboring points points aa  and and bb..



•• This This is is a a process process of of parallel parallel transporttransport
implemented implemented by by the lateral the lateral ("horizontal")("horizontal")
cortico-cortical cortico-cortical connections.connections.

•• Moreover cortico-cortical Moreover cortico-cortical connectionsconnections
connect neurons coding connect neurons coding pairs pairs ((aa,,   pp))  andand
((bb,,   pp))  such that such that pp  is approximatively theis approximatively the
orientation of orientation of the the line line ab .ab .



•• William William BoskingBosking  ::
–– ««  The The system of system of long-range long-range horizontalhorizontal

connections connections can be summarized can be summarized asas
preferentially linking neurons with co-orientedpreferentially linking neurons with co-oriented,,
co-axially aligned receptive fieldsco-axially aligned receptive fields  ».».

•• SoSo, , the well known the well known Gestalt Gestalt law law of of ““goodgood
continuationcontinuation””  is neurally implementedis neurally implemented..

•• In In factfact, a certain , a certain amount amount of of curvaturecurvature is is
allowed allowed in alignements as in alignements as shown shown by by thethe
association association fieldfield experiments  experiments of Davidof David
Field, Anthony Hayes Field, Anthony Hayes and and Robert Hess.Robert Hess.



•• We will see now that these experimentalWe will see now that these experimental
results mean essentially that the results mean essentially that the contactcontact
structurestructure  of of the fiber the fiber bundlebundle

ππ  ::  VV  ==  RR  ××  PP→ → RR

is neurally implementedis neurally implemented..



The The contact structure of V1contact structure of V1

•• The simplest The simplest model of  model of  the functionalthe functional
architecture of architecture of V1V1  is  the space is  the space of of 1-jets1-jets of of
curves curves CC in  in RR..

•• If If CC  is curve is curve in in RR (a contour),  (a contour), it can be it can be liftedlifted
to to VV. . The The lifting lifting ΓΓ  is the map is the map (1-jet)(1-jet)

jj  ::  CC  →→      VV  ==  RR  ××  PP

wich associates wich associates to to every every point point aa of  of CC  the the pairpair
((aa, , ppaa))  where where ppaa  is the is the tangent of tangent of CC  at at aa..



••   It is the It is the image of image of CC in  in V1V1..

•• This This Legendrian Legendrian liftlift  Γ Γ represents represents CC in V1 as  in V1 as thethe
envelope envelope of of its its tangents (projective tangents (projective dualityduality).).

•• NeurallyNeurally, , it it correspondscorresponds
–– 1. to a 1. to a winner-take-all strategy inside thewinner-take-all strategy inside the

hypercolumns hypercolumns ((selection selection of of the the tangent orientation),tangent orientation),

–– 2. to a 2. to a binding between approximately binding between approximately coaxialcoaxial
neighboring orentations through lateral neighboring orentations through lateral connections.connections.



•• In In terms terms of (local) of (local) coordinates coordinates ((xx,,   yy,,   pp)) in  in VV, , thethe
equation equation of of ΓΓ  is is ((x,x,  yy((xx)),,  pp((xx)) = ()) = (x,x,  yy((xx)),,  y'y'((xx) )) )..

•• If If we we have an image have an image II((xx, , yy)) on  on RR, , we can we can lift lift it it inin
VV by lifting  by lifting its level curvesits level curves..



Fonctionality Fonctionality of jet spacesof jet spaces
•• Jan Jan Koenderink strongly emphasized theKoenderink strongly emphasized the

fact that the functional interest fact that the functional interest of jetof jet
spaces is that they can be implementedspaces is that they can be implemented
by by ““point point processorsprocessors””    such such as as neuronsneurons
coding coding a a numerical numerical value by value by means means ofof
their firing their firing rate.rate.

•• But But then then a a functional functional architecturearchitecture  isis
needed needed to to integrate these integrate these output values.output values.



•• The "strategy" The "strategy" of Nature of Nature waswas
–– (1) (1) to to add add new new independent independent variablesvariables

describing describing local local features such features such as orientation.as orientation.

–– (2) to (2) to introduce introduce an an integrability constraintintegrability constraint  toto
integrateintegrate them into  them into global structures.global structures.



•• To To every curve every curve CC in  in RR  is associated is associated a a curve curve ΓΓ
in in VV. But . But the the converse converse is is of course of course falsefalse..

•• If If ΓΓ = ( = (aa,,  pp))  ==   ((xx, , yy((xx),),  pp((xx))))  is is a a curve curve in in VV, , thethe
projection projection aa  ==   ((xx, , yy((xx)))) of  of ΓΓ  is is a a curve curve CC in  in RR..
But But ΓΓ  is the is the lifting of lifting of CC  iff iff pp((xx))  ==  y'y'((xx))..

•• This This is is an an integrabilityintegrability  condition. condition. It says thatIt says that
to to be be a a coherent  curve coherent  curve in in VV, , ΓΓ must  must be be anan
integral curve integral curve of of the the contact structure of contact structure of thethe
fibration fibration ππ..



•• ((We We suppose suppose xx  is the is the basic variable). Letbasic variable). Let

tt  = (= (x,x,  y,y,  pp;;  1,1,  y´,y´,  p´p´))

      be be a tangent a tangent vector vector to to VV  at the at the pointpoint

((a,a,  pp))  = (= (x,x,  y,y,  pp).).



•• The The condition condition is that is that tt  is is in in the kernel the kernel of of thethe
differential differential 1-form1-form

  ωω  = = dy dy ––  pdxpdx

This This kernel is the kernel is the contact plane of contact plane of VV  atat
((a,a,  pp))..

•• The underlying The underlying neural neural functional functional micromicro
connectivity is expressed geometrically connectivity is expressed geometrically byby
a a differential formdifferential form..



•• The The integrable integrable curves are everywherecurves are everywhere
tangent to the field of contact planes.tangent to the field of contact planes.

•• The vertical component The vertical component p´p´ of the tangent of the tangent
vector is the vector is the curvaturecurvature  ::

pp  ==  y´y´    ⇒⇒    p´p´  ==   y´´ y´´

•• Since the Since the association association field includesfield includes
curvaturecurvature, , allall  the the contact contact planeplane  is neededis needed
((and and not not only its only its horizontal  axishorizontal  axis
ωω  = = dy dy ––  pdx pdx = 0, = 0, dpdp  = 0 )= 0 )



•• The 2D contact distribution is The 2D contact distribution is notnot
integrableintegrable. It has no integral surfaces but. It has no integral surfaces but
only integral curves.only integral curves.

•• Indeed, Indeed, ωω  ∧∧  ddωω  = = volume formvolume form while while
Frobenius integrability Frobenius integrability condition iscondition is
ωω  ∧∧  ddωω  = 0= 0..





•• As 1-jet As 1-jet space space VV  is defined using  is defined using  xx as a as a
privileged privileged axis.axis.



Curvature and Engel structureCurvature and Engel structure

•• Some experiments Some experiments (Steve (Steve Zucker andZucker and
Ohad Ben-ShaharOhad Ben-Shahar) ) seems seems to to indicateindicate
that there exist that there exist in in the primary visualthe primary visual
cortex cortex curvature detectorscurvature detectors..

•• Non Non only only tangents tangents and and approximativeapproximative
co-axiality would be neurallyco-axiality would be neurally
implementedimplemented, but , but also osculatingalso osculating
circles and co-circularitycircles and co-circularity..



•• If If we want we want to model to model this possibility this possibility asas
we modelled we modelled orientation, orientation, we we must usemust use
2-jets2-jets  spacesspaces  for for the functionalthe functional
architecture.architecture.

•• We add We add a new a new independent independent variable variable K,K,
which will be interpreted which will be interpreted as as thethe
curvaturecurvature  of of curves  curves  CC in  in the the ((xx, , yy))
base plane base plane RR..













Towards neurogeometryTowards neurogeometry

•• We will see now that the apparently We will see now that the apparently trivialtrivial
condition  condition  ωω  = = dy dy ––  pdx pdx = 0  = 0  contains contains inin
fact fact a a rich geometryrich geometry..

•• This This is is due to due to the fact that it results fromthe fact that it results from
the the action of a action of a groupgroup..



Contact structure Contact structure andand
Heisenberg groupHeisenberg group

•• The The contact structure on contact structure on VV  is is a a left-left-
invariant invariant distribution of planes for a groupdistribution of planes for a group
structure structure which is the which is the polarizedpolarized
Heisenberg groupHeisenberg group  ::

•• If If tt  ==  ((ξ, η, π)) are  are the the tangent tangent vectors vectors ofof
  VV  ==  TT00VV, the Lie algebra of , the Lie algebra of VV has the Lie has the Lie
bracketbracket



•• (0, 0, 0)(0, 0, 0)  is the is the neutral neutral elementelement..
•• If If vv = ( = (xx, , yy, , pp)), , vv––11 (or  (or ––vv in additive in additive

notation) notation) is is ((––xx, , ––y + y + pxpx, , ––pp))..



•• The The Lie Lie algebra  algebra  VV  ==  TT00V V is is spanned spanned byby
XX11  ==  ∂∂ xx  ++  pp∂∂ yy    = (= (11,, p p, , 0)0), , XX22  ==  ∂∂ p p = (= (00, , 00, , 1)1),,
andand  [ [ XX1 1 , , XX22  ] =] =      XX3 3 = = ––  ∂∂ yy  = (0, = (0, ––1, 0)1, 0)  ((otherother
brackets brackets = 0= 0).).

•• The The contact plane contact plane being spanned being spanned by by XX11  andand
XX22  , , tthe he contact distribution contact distribution is is bracketbracket
generatinggenerating  ((HHörmander örmander condition)condition)..



•• A A fundamental consequence isfundamental consequence is
Chow theoremChow theorem  : : two two points of points of VV  cancan
always be joined always be joined by an by an integral curveintegral curve..



•• In In matrix termsmatrix terms, , vv  ==  ((xx,,  yy,,  pp))  and and tt  ==  ((ξ, η, π))
can be writtencan be written

•• So the inner So the inner automorphisms automorphisms are :are :



•• The The tangent tangent map map of of AAvv  at at 0 0 is is ::

•• This This yields the yields the adjoint adjoint representationrepresentation  of of thethe
Lie group Lie group VV on  on its its Lie Lie algebra algebra VV  ==  TT00V.V.



•• For the For the coadjoint coadjoint representationrepresentation, take the, take the
basis basis {{dxdx, , dydy, , dpdp}} for the 1-forms of  for the 1-forms of VV* :* :

•• We getWe get, , usingusing



•• OrbitsOrbits  ::
•• If If λλ  ≠≠  00, planes , planes λλ =  = cstcst..

•• If If λλ = 0 = 0, , every every point of point of the the ((µµ, 0, , 0, νν)) plane  plane is is aa
degenerate orbitdegenerate orbit..



Why sub-RiemannianWhy sub-Riemannian
geometry ?geometry ?

•• In In this neuro-geometrical frameworkthis neuro-geometrical framework, , wewe
can easily intercan easily interpret the variationalpret the variational
process giving rise process giving rise to to illusory illusory contours.contours.

•• The idea is The idea is to use a to use a geodesicgeodesic  model inmodel in
the sub-Riemannian geometrythe sub-Riemannian geometry
associated associated to to the the contact structure.contact structure.

•• This This generalizes the generalizes the ““elasticaelastica”” model model
proposed proposed by David by David MumfordMumford..



•• We need also metrics and geodesics forWe need also metrics and geodesics for
analyzing diffusion and computing the heatanalyzing diffusion and computing the heat
kernel for this specific functionalkernel for this specific functional
architecture.architecture.



•• If If !!    is the contact structure on is the contact structure on VV and if and if
one considers only curves one considers only curves ΓΓ in  in VV which are which are
integral curves of integral curves of !! , then metrics  , then metrics gg!!
defined only on the planes of thedefined only on the planes of the
distribution distribution !  !  are called are called sub-Riemanniansub-Riemannian
metrics.metrics.



•• In a In a Kanizsa Kanizsa figure, figure, two pacmen two pacmen ofof
respective respective centers centers aa  and and bb  with with a a specificspecific
aperture angle aperture angle define two elements define two elements ((aa,,  pp))
and and ((bb,,  qq)) of  of VV..

•• An An illusory illusory contour contour interpolating betweeninterpolating between
((a,a,  pp))  and and ((b,b,  qq))  isis
–– 1. a 1. a curve curve CC  from from aa to  to bb in  in RR  with with tangent tangent pp  at at aa

and and tangent tangent qq  at at b b ;;

–– 2. a 2. a curve minimizing curve minimizing an an ““energyenergy”” ( (variationalvariational
problemproblem), ), that is that is a a geodesic geodesic for for some sub-some sub-
Riemannian metricRiemannian metric..



•• It is natural to take on the contact planesIt is natural to take on the contact planes
the metric making the metric making orthonormal orthonormal theirtheir
generatorsgenerators  ::

  XX11  ==  ∂∂ xx  ++  pp∂∂ yy  ,,  XX22  ==  ∂∂ pp  ..

•• It is the Euclidean metric for It is the Euclidean metric for XX22    whosewhose
Euclidean norm is 1,  but not for Euclidean norm is 1,  but not for XX1 1 whosewhose
Euclidean norm is Euclidean norm is (1 + (1 + pp22))1/21/2    and not 1.and not 1.



•• We compute the We compute the sub-Riemannian spheresub-Riemannian sphere
SS and the  and the wave frontwave front  WW (geodesics of SR (geodesics of SR
length 1) (it is a variant of length 1) (it is a variant of BealsBeals, , GaveauGaveau,,
Greiner computations).Greiner computations).



•• SphereSphere  SS((vv, , rr) = { ) = { ww :  : dd((vv, , ww) = ) = rr
(geodesics (geodesics of length of length r r that are globalthat are global
minimizersminimizers))}.}.

•• Wave frontWave front  WW((vv, , rr) = { ) = { ww : :  ∃∃  a geodesica geodesic
γγ :  : vv  →→  ww of length  of length rr (not necessarily a (not necessarily a
global global minimizerminimizer)}.)}.

•• Cut locusCut locus of  of vv =  = { { ww :  : ww end point of a end point of a
geodesic   geodesic   γγ  : : vv  →→  ww which is no longer which is no longer
globallyglobally minimizing }. minimizing }.

•• Conjugate locusConjugate locus of  of vv = =  causticcaustic =  = ΣΣvv = =
{ singular locus of{ singular locus of  the the exponentialexponentialEEvv  }.}.





•• Geodesics are projections on Geodesics are projections on VV  ==  RR33 of of
HamiltonianHamiltonian trajectories of an trajectories of an
Hamiltonian Hamiltonian HH defined on the cotangent defined on the cotangent
bundle bundle T *T *RR33 . .

•• It is a consequence of It is a consequence of PontryaginPontryagin
maximum principle.maximum principle.



•• HH corresponds to the kinetic energy corresponds to the kinetic energy
( ( ξξ, , ηη, , ππ are the conjugate  are the conjugate momenta momenta ofof  xx,,
yy, , p p ))..

HH((xx, , yy, , pp; ; ξξ, , ηη, , ππ) =) =

1/2[((1/2[((ξξ, , ηη, , ππ)()(XX11))))22 + (( + ((ξξ, , ηη, , ππ)()(XX22))))22]]

withwith  XX11  ==  (1, (1, pp, 0) , 0) andand  XX22  ==  (0, 0, 1)(0, 0, 1)



•• Hamilton equations areHamilton equations are

••   The momenta The momenta ξξ    and and ηη are constant are constant
since since HH  is independent is independent of of xx  and and yy..



•• The integration of theThe integration of the ( (xx, , pp) ) part is thepart is the
easiest (easiest (ττ is the end time and  is the end time and ((xx11, , yy11, , pp11) ) isis
the end point of the geodesic starting atthe end point of the geodesic starting at
0).0).

•• IfIf

we get :we get :



•• That is :That is :



•• The integration of The integration of yy  is more complex. Weis more complex. We
get :get :



•• The key point is that we have, withThe key point is that we have, with  
z = z = ((x, px, p)) and the new variable and the new variable                 ,,

the relationthe relation

with the function :with the function :



•• So geodesics with the So geodesics with the samesame end points end points
correspond to the solutions of thecorrespond to the solutions of the
equationequation

µµ((ϕϕ) = ) = cstcst  

•• For instance, for For instance, for xx11  = 2= 2, , pp11  = 4= 4, , yy11  = 104,= 104,
we find we find µµ((ϕϕ))  = 20, which has 11= 20, which has 11
solutions.solutions.







•• Projections of geodesics on the Projections of geodesics on the zz = = ( (xx, , pp))
plane are circlesplane are circles

with centerwith center



•• To compute the sub-Riemannian sphereTo compute the sub-Riemannian sphere
and wave front we must compute theand wave front we must compute the
sub-Riemannian length sub-Riemannian length LL of geodesics. of geodesics.

••                                                     sincesince    HH =  = cstcst  onon
trajectories.trajectories.

•• ButBut

IfIf



•• We find the fundamental equation (for We find the fundamental equation (for LL
= = √ 2√ 2  ) )

•• And therefore, withAnd therefore, with

zz11 = (| = (|zz11|cos(|cos(θθ), ), ||zz11||sin(sin(θθ)),)),



••







Contact structure Contact structure andand
Euclidean Euclidean groupgroup

•• With Alessandro With Alessandro Sarti Sarti and Giovanna and Giovanna CittiCitti,,
we emphasized the fact that iwe emphasized the fact that it is moret is more
natural to work with the natural to work with the fibrationfibration
ππ  ::  VV  ==  RR22  ××  SS11  →→  RR22     endowed with the endowed with the
contact formcontact form

    ωω    ==  ––  sin(sin(θθ))dxdx  ++  cos(cos(θθ))dydy

which is which is cos(cos(θθ))((dy dy ––  pdxpdx))

•• No No privileged privileged xx-axis-axis..



•• The The contact planes are contact planes are spanned spanned byby

with with Lie Lie bracketbracket



•• VV  becomes the Euclidean becomes the Euclidean group, group, which iswhich is
the semidirect product the semidirect product GG = =

•• This group This group is is notnot  nilpotent and its nilpotent and its tangenttangent
cone is the polarized cone is the polarized Heisenberg group.Heisenberg group.



•• By By left left invariance, invariance, the the basis basis at at 00

left left translates translates into the non-holonomicinto the non-holonomic
basisbasis

and the covector at and the covector at 00

left left translates translates into the into the contact contact form form ωω  ..



Sub-Riemannian geometry ofSub-Riemannian geometry of
the Euclidean group E(2)the Euclidean group E(2)

•• For the non nilpotent Euclidean group,For the non nilpotent Euclidean group,
Andrei Andrei Agrachev Agrachev and his group at theand his group at the
SISSA (Yuri SISSA (Yuri SachkovSachkov, , Ugo BoscainUgo Boscain, Igor, Igor
MoiseevMoiseev) solved the problem of SR) solved the problem of SR
geodesics and geodesics and Sachkov Sachkov compared it withcompared it with
MumfordMumford’’s elastica s elastica model.model.



•• One One works with the works with the fibration fibration VV  ==  RR22  ××  SS11

where the Legendrian where the Legendrian lifts are solutionslifts are solutions
ofof  the the control system :control system :

•• LetLet

  be the momenta covectorsbe the momenta covectors..



•• The Hamiltonian The Hamiltonian on on T*VT*V for  for geodesics isgeodesics is

and and corresponds to corresponds to the the XX11  , , XX22  basisbasis  ..

•• For For θθ  small small = = pp  and momenta and momenta ξξ, , ηη, , ππ, , wewe
find again the polarized find again the polarized Heisenberg case :Heisenberg case :



•• Hamilton Hamilton equations equations are are thereforetherefore  ::



•• The The system system can be explicitely integratedcan be explicitely integrated
via via elliptic functionselliptic functions..

•• The sub-Riemannian geodesics The sub-Riemannian geodesics are are thethe
projections of projections of the integral curves the integral curves on on VV..



•• ppxx and  and ppyy  are constant. are constant. WriteWrite

((ppxx  ,,    ppyy))  ==  ρρ  expexp((iiββ)) .  . ThenThen

and and HH  yields the first integralyields the first integral  ::

and the and the ODE for ODE for θθ  ((cc  ,,  ρρ  and and ββ  are are cstcst.).)  ::



•• For For ββ  ==  00 (rotation invariance),  (rotation invariance), the equationsthe equations
become become ((ppxx  = = ρρ, , ppyy  = 0) = 0) ::

•• For For ρρ = 1  = 1 ,  ,  ϕ ϕ     = = ππ/2/2 –  – θθ  ,,  and and µµ = 2 = 2ϕ ϕ     = = ππ   –  – 22θθ,,
we get we get a a pendulumpendulum equation equation



with first integralwith first integral

•• We We show show the trajectories the trajectories in in the the ((ϕ ϕ   , , ϕ ϕ 
..
))

plane :plane :



•• AsAs

the the system system can be explicitely integrated can be explicitely integrated viavia
elliptic functionselliptic functions, , 1/1/cc  being the being the module.module.



•• FF  elliptic integral elliptic integral of of the first kind the first kind of of modulus modulus kk

•• EE  elliptic integral elliptic integral of of the the second second kindkind

•• amam  Jacobi amplitude, inverse of Jacobi amplitude, inverse of FF : :ψψ  ==  amam((uu,,  kk))
iff iff uu  ==  FF((ψψ,,  kk)),,

•• Jacobi Jacobi functions functions snsn((uu))  ==  sin(sin(ψψ)),  ,  cncn((uu))  ==  cos(cos(ψψ)),,
dndn((uu))  ==  (1(1––kksinsin22((ψψ))))1/21/2    ..



•• We get We get for for tt



•• For For ϕ ϕ   (0)(0)  ==  00 ( (θθ(0) =(0) =  ππ/2), /2), and and cc  >>  11
((modulus modulus 1/1/cc < 1 < 1), ), the pendulum makesthe pendulum makes
complete turnscomplete turns..



••



•• For For cc  <<  11 ( (modulus modulus 1/1/cc > 1 > 1), ), the pendulumthe pendulum
oscillates between two extremal oscillates between two extremal valuesvalues
––  ϕ ϕ exex, + , + ϕ ϕ exex    with with ϕ ϕ exex = =



Noncommutative Noncommutative harmonicharmonic
analysis and SR geometryanalysis and SR geometry

•• Using this geometrical analysis of theUsing this geometrical analysis of the
functional functional archictecture archictecture of V1 underlyingof V1 underlying
some models of neural fields, it issome models of neural fields, it is
interesting to study the diffusion (heatinteresting to study the diffusion (heat
kernel) and advection-diffusionkernel) and advection-diffusion
processes on this processes on this subriemanniansubriemannian
geometry ofgeometry of  E(2).E(2).



•• For the Heisenberg group, R. For the Heisenberg group, R. BealsBeals, B., B.
GaveauGaveau, P. Greiner, D-Ch Chang,, P. Greiner, D-Ch Chang,
constructed the heat kernel.constructed the heat kernel.

•• The problem is rather difficult since thereThe problem is rather difficult since there
are singularities (cut points) in everyare singularities (cut points) in every
neighborhood of each point and theneighborhood of each point and the
classical resolution of heat equation failsclassical resolution of heat equation fails
at these singular points (B. at these singular points (B. GaveauGaveau, IHP,, IHP,
26-10-2005).26-10-2005).



•• One can  use the One can  use the non-commutativenon-commutative
Fourier Fourier transformtransform defined  defined on on the the dual ofdual of
the the group group GG..

•• For the polarized Heisenberg group For the polarized Heisenberg group VV
(1-jet space),(1-jet space),  tthe he dual dual VV** of  of V V is the is the setset
of of unitary irreducible representationsunitary irreducible representations
((unirrepsunirreps) ) of of VV in  in the the Hilbert Hilbert space space ofof
functionsfunctions

{{uu((ss)} =)} =  LL22((RR, , CC))..



•• The unirreps The unirreps of of VV are  are infiniteinfinite dimensional dimensional
ones ones ((cfcf. Stone - Von Neumann).. Stone - Von Neumann).

•• For For λλ = 0  = 0 they degenerate into they degenerate into trivialtrivial
representations representations of dimension 1 :of dimension 1 :
multiplicationmultiplication by by



•• For For the limit the limit λ → 0λ → 0, , ππλλ((xx, , yy, , pp))  becomes thebecomes the
translation translation ππ00((uu((ss))))  = = uu((ss +  + pp))..

•• It is highly reducible and It is highly reducible and in in fact fact ππ00  is theis the
integral integral of of ππµ,µ,00  over over µµ..



•• According to According to KirillovKirillov,  they correspond to the,  they correspond to the
orbits of the orbits of the coadjoint coadjoint representationrepresentation of  of VV..

•• The The planes planes   λλ   = = cst cst   for  for  λλ  ≠≠  00 correspond to correspond to

•• The The points of points of the the ((   µµ, 0, , 0, νν)) plane for   plane for   λ λ = 0 = 0
correspond tocorrespond to



•• Recently Recently (2008), Andrei (2008), Andrei AgrachevAgrachev, , UgoUgo
BoscainBoscain, Jean-Paul Gauthier , Jean-Paul Gauthier andand
Francesco Rossi have Francesco Rossi have found the heatfound the heat
kernel kernel for for GG  ==  SESE(2)(2)  and other unimodularand other unimodular
groupsgroups..

•• The hypo-elliptic Laplacian is the sum The hypo-elliptic Laplacian is the sum ofof
squares of squares of the bracket generating the bracket generating LieLie
subalgebra subalgebra ::



•• The subriemannian The subriemannian diffusion on  diffusion on  GG  isis
highly highly anisotropicanisotropic since it is restricted  since it is restricted toto
an an angular angular diffusion of diffusion of θθ  and and a spatiala spatial
diffusion diffusion only along the only along the XX11 direction. direction.

•• It is It is a diffusion a diffusion constrained constrained by by the "goodthe "good
continuation" continuation" constraintconstraint..

•• Example Example ::



•• Completion Completion image : Jean-Paul Gauthier.image : Jean-Paul Gauthier.



•• The The dual dual GG** of  of G G is the is the set of set of unitaryunitary
irreducible representations irreducible representations of G in of G in thethe
Hilbert Hilbert space   space   {{ψψ((θθ)} =)} =

•• If If the elements the elements of of GG are are

then then  the unirreps  the unirreps are are parametrized parametrized by aby a
positive real positive real λλ : :



•• This This means that means that to to every element every element gg of  of GG
one one associates  associates  an an automorphism automorphism ""λλ((gg) of) of
the the Hilbert Hilbert space space ##..



•• They They correspond (correspond (KirillovKirillov) to ) to the orbits the orbits ofof
the coadjoint representation the coadjoint representation of E(2).of E(2).

•• LetLet

•• The orbit isThe orbit is



•• The The point point ((a'a', , b'b'))  moves along the circlemoves along the circle
CCabab  centered at centered at 00  and and passing passing throughthrough
((aa, , bb))..

•• If If ((aa, , bb) ) ≠≠ 0 0, , then the orbit is the then the orbit is the fullfull
cylinder over cylinder over CCabab  parallel parallel to to the the ddαα-axis.-axis.
These cylinders These cylinders are are parametrized parametrized by by theirtheir
radius.radius.

•• If If ((aa, , bb) ) == 0 0, , then then all all the the points of points of the the ddαα--
axis are axis are degenerate orbitsdegenerate orbits..





•• There exists There exists a a measure measure on on GG*, *, thethe
Plancherel measurePlancherel measure, , given given by by dPdP((λλ) = ) = λλddλ ,λ ,
  which enables which enables to to make integrationsmake integrations..

•• To To compute the compute the Fourier Fourier transform transform of of thethe
sub-Riemannian Laplacian we sub-Riemannian Laplacian we have tohave to
look look at the at the action of action of the differential the differential of of thethe
unirreps unirreps on on the left-invariant vector fieldsthe left-invariant vector fields
X .X .

•• These These XX are  are given given by by the left the left translation oftranslation of
vectors vectors ofof  the the Lie Lie algebra algebra gg of  of GG..



•• By By definitiondefinition,,

andand

•• It is easy It is easy to to apply these apply these formulas.formulas.







•• The The GFT of GFT of the sub-Riemannianthe sub-Riemannian
Laplacian is therefore the Laplacian is therefore the Hilbert Hilbert sumsum
((integral integral on on λλ  with the Plancherel measurewith the Plancherel measure
dPdP((λλ) = ) = λλddλ λ )) of  of thethe

withwith

which is the which is the Mathieu Mathieu equationequation..



•• The heat kernel isThe heat kernel is

•• For For small small angles angles we find the equationwe find the equation

which gives the Mehler kernelwhich gives the Mehler kernel



But if But if thethe     have have discretediscrete spectrum spectrum
with with a a complete complete set of set of normalizednormalized
eigenfunctions eigenfunctions   with eigenvalues    with eigenvalues  

    then    then



•• It is the It is the case case herehere. . The The 22ππ-periodic-periodic
eigenfunctions satisfy eigenfunctions satisfy ::

•• As As         this means this means ::



•• The normalized The normalized 22ππ-periodic-periodic
eigenfunctions eigenfunctions of of the the Mathieu Mathieu equationequation
are are knownknown. . They They are are even even or or odd odd ::
cecenn((θθ, , qq) ) andand  sesenn((θθ, , qq).).

•• The associated The associated aann((qq) ) andand  bbnn((qq) ) are are calledcalled
characteristic characteristic values.values.

•• There can exist parametric resonanceThere can exist parametric resonance
phenomena whenphenomena when



Direction Direction processes processes in in GG

•• One One can can go go further and further and express express thethe
anisotropy throughanisotropy through  an an angular angular diffusion ofdiffusion of
θθ  and and a spatial advection (a drift a spatial advection (a drift and and nono
longer a diffusion) longer a diffusion) along the along the XX11 direction. direction.

•• Remco Remco Duits, Markus van Duits, Markus van AlmsickAlmsick,,
Giovanna Citti and Giovanna Citti and Alessandro Alessandro SartiSarti
recently developed this idea initially recently developed this idea initially due todue to
David David Mumford Mumford (but (but Mumford worked Mumford worked inin
RR22  and and not in not in GG).).



•• SoSo, one , one considers advection-diffusionconsiders advection-diffusion
equationsequations, , and especially and especially directiondirection
processes processes in in GG..

•• This This allows allows a a stochastic approach stochastic approach toto
contour contour completioncompletion..



•• Let Let           be be an initial point in an initial point in GG..

•• WeWe  look look at equations at equations ((with with dtdt  = = dsds))

•• ddθθ/ds/ds is the curvature is the curvature..

•• Whithout Whithout noise, noise, the trajectories the trajectories are straightare straight
lines lines : : coaxialitycoaxiality



•• The evolution equation The evolution equation for for the probabilitythe probability
PP((gg, , tt))  isis



•• If If the the travelling time travelling time decays decays asas

and and   if  if      is is an initialan initial
condition, condition, thenthen

satisfies the equation satisfies the equation ::



•• One One can compute explicitely the can compute explicitely the GreenGreen
function function ( ( UU =  = δδee ). ).

•• To To complete complete a contour, one a contour, one considers twoconsiders two
direction direction processes processes ::
–– a a forward process starting at forward process starting at gg00 = ( = (aa00, , θθ00)),,

–– a a backward process starting at backward process starting at gg11 = ( = (aa11, , θθ11)) . .

and compute the probability and compute the probability of collision ofof collision of
these two random walksthese two random walks..

•• Duits'  image (Duits'  image (fast fast approximation) :approximation) :



aa00 = (0, 0) = (0, 0), , aa11 = (2, 0.5),  = (2, 0.5), θθ00 =  0°, 15°, 30°  =  0°, 15°, 30° (top to(top to
bottombottom), ), θθ11 =   =  ––15°, 0°, 15° 15°, 0°, 15° ((left left to right),  to right),  σσ = =
11, , αα = 2 = 2. Marginal distributions (. Marginal distributions (integral overintegral over
θθ of  of the product the product of of the forw/backw the forw/backw solutions)solutions)



ConclusionConclusion

•• The geometry The geometry of of the functional the functional architecturearchitecture
of V1 of V1 viewed viewed as as the the contact structure ofcontact structure of
E(2) E(2) endowed with its sub-Riemannianendowed with its sub-Riemannian
metricmetric, , is rather richis rather rich..

•• It can be encoded It can be encoded in in the synaptic weightsthe synaptic weights
ww of neural  of neural fieldsfields..

•• It could be interesting It could be interesting to to generalize generalize to to thisthis
3D 3D functional functional architecture architecture some results some results ofof
the the 2D case 2D case with Mexican hat with Mexican hat ww..


